HALIFAX
Casegoods & Tables

Halifax COLLECTION
Halifax represents a culmination of Tayco’s steadfast commitment to
always raising the bar though progressive design and providing the
ultimate product experience.
Designed for functionality, this new private office collection is highly customizable
to the user with dynamic configurations for tables, legs, storage and cabinets, as
well as the opportunity to add personality with metal components available in 20
different colours.

The demand for adaptable office furniture continues to grow. Private offices are
becoming more dynamic, shared in use, lighter in detail and with lower storage
requirements. Incorporating adaptable furniture encourages productivity and
flexibility, allowing offices to tailor spaces to individual preferences and business
needs.
Halifax reimagines casegoods. Every element has been well considered to ensure
optimal functionality and comfort, allowing us to evolve from the constraints of
traditional casegoods to create a lighter feel and unique design you truly want to
be part of the office.

HALIFAX

Casegoods REIMAGINED
Designed with high functionality, Tayco’s Halifax
Collection provides flexible solutions for any multipurpose workspace.
Built for the every day,
evolving office, this
desking and tables line
is warm, inviting and
balanced, with touches of
industrial flair throughout.

Features
Leg Options

Table Options

o
o

o
o
o
o

A-Leg
V-Leg

Coffee Height - 14” H
Seated Height - 29”
Standing Height - 42” H
Mobile - 29” H (A-Leg only)

Table Shapes
o
o
o
o

Rectangular
Super Ellipse
Video
Circle

Unique Details
o
o
o

Square
Squircle
Trilobe

o
o
o
o

Seamless Height-Adjustable Table integration
Metal features available in 20 colours
Private Office - all storage raised on 6” legs
Mckay Handle (NEW)

High Design.
High Function.
Highly Adaptable.

V-Leg

A-Leg

V-Leg

Choose From Two Leg Options
A-Leg

V-Leg

o

o

A-Leg features a
removable infill, allowing
for two-tone colours,
as well as discreet wire
management.

Sleek and hollow inside
with a V-like formation,
the V-Leg comes with
magnetic wire direct.

Best Foot FORWARD
The A and V legs that form the basis for the Halifax system offer
two functional and visual approaches to supporting a tabletop,
work surface or private desk.
Featuring a removable infill, the A-Leg is rectangular in shape, allowing for an inner cover
with colour accents inside the leg and discrete wire management. The A-Leg is a great
option for larger tabletops as it’s design provides cleaner table-to-table linking and desk
formats that maximize leg space under the desk between legs.
The V-Leg is designed to be used independently, without the need of beams or any other
structures to stabilize it. It can be used anywhere and in different orientations: angled
for standing height and parallel for seated. Being angled in two planes creates structural
stability for the table, and tapering to the table top in a “V” shape creates a very strong
connection to the top through a very logical form that looks as stable as it is. The “V” also
creates an internal cavity for cable management.

A-Leg

Lee Fletcher
Lee Fletcher is an industrial
designer and also a founding
partner at Fig40. He received
an MA in Industrial Design
from Manchester Metropolitan
University, and is inspired by the
intersection of design, business
and manufacturing. Whether it’s
creating new furniture systems
or business equipment, his work
has won numerous awards and
accolades including a RedDot
award in 2013 and the Best of
Canada Design award.

Terence Woodside
Terence Woodside is a founding
partner of Fig40 studio. With a
degree in Mechanical Engineering
from Queen’s University and
experience in automotive and
furniture manufacturing, he
understands the nature of natural
forces, what materials can do, and
how they are shaped. In designing
beautiful systems like Tayco’s
Halifax, his goal is to bring better
products into the world through
process and experience.

Reshaping Office DESIGN
“The Halifax Collection was a very engaging project to work on.
Workplace design is in a state of flux with many interpretations of what
a ‘private off ice’ even is and how they are used.
Our challenge was to design a product that can respond to the
evolving and uncertain requirements of clients and designers while
remaining relevant to more conventional applications, all the while
with a product that can be made eff iciently by Tayco at a competitive
cost point.
Halifax is a system that reinterprets casegoods: It is flexible, with a
clear identity and wide scope of application.”

Fig40 is a Toronto based
industrial design studio driven to
developing relevant, sustainable
and award-winning products
that inspire collaboration –
collaboration between people,
and collaboration between
design and manufacturing. The
outcome is a design that is not
only engaging and relevant
but also a solution for bringing
people together in organic and
deliberate ways.
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